Effects of expiratory pressure on nitric oxide in exhaled breath. Is exhaled nitric oxide really unaffected by pressure?
The measurements of exhaled nitric oxide (ENO) concentrations in several previous reports have been quite disparate but the cause of this variability is unclear. In the present study, we have attempted to elucidate the effects of expiratory pressure upon ENO values by taking measurements at pressures ranging from 2 to 10 cmH2O in control subjects and in both smokers and asthmatics. Differences in ENO concentrations (delta pNO) were then estimated and the concentration levels were found to increase with elevated expiratory pressure levels in both the control volunteers and in the asthmatics (under 2 and 3 L/min flow rates). These results indicate that changes in expiratory pressure indeed affect ENO concentrations. The measurement of ENO concentrations in human patients must therefore be undertaken using standard procedures that must incorporate expiratory pressure levels in order to properly interpret ENO values.